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MARX AND COCA-COLA JOSHUA CLOVER

BASED ON ACTUAL EVENTS

Milk (Gus Van Sant) 
Cadillac Records (Darnell Martin) 

W. (Oliver Stone)

Everyone complains about biopics, but no one does anything 
about them.

It is a well-known fact among cinephiles and people of 
taste that the biopic is an abject sort of entertainment, ruled 
by cliché and following a narrative arc more rigid than 
Calvinism. The genre is excoriated in polite conversation 
with meticulous regularity.

It is without fail the case that these cultured denuncia-
tions appear only to be confounded: the punchline is most 
often a rapturous and/or tortured explication of why this par-
ticular case is extraordinary, highest honors to follow. Ray, 
The Queen, Ma vie en rose. Oscar, Oscar, Oscar. Walk the 
Line, a movie of such comical predictability that its parody, 
Walk Hard: The Dewey Cox Story, couldn’t keep up, not only 
earned an Academy Award for its female lead, Reese 
Witherspoon, but a nomination for Joaquin Phoenix. He lost 
out—to Philip Seymour Hoffman, for Capote.

In short, we live in an inverted world where the worst sort 
of films, as generally agreed, are in some way the best sort of 
films, as also generally agreed. All exception, no rule: the cat-
egory “biopic” turns out to be an empty set. Every film that 
risks incarceration within its brackets manages to escape, led 
to freedom by some reputedly superlative acting perfor-
mance, to turn up later at the Academy Awards. It will hap-
pen again this year, sometime between the writing and the 
printing of this column.

Milk, casting its nets directly at the statuettes, faintly 
screams quality. And virtue, and craft—all the things good 
taste can’t bear to renounce, even now. Tears are jerked. The 
film’s no Zodiac but its mise-en-scène suitably conjures pe-
riod atmospherics, cine qua non of the biopic. Milk is as good 
as American Sentimental Realism gets and so, despite being 
terrifically dull, it may even get Best Picture: a polite retrac-
tion, in the bereft calculus of Hollywood, of that Brokeback 
Mountain/Crash cockup in 2005.

The side players are swell and all discussions of the lead 
performance are attended by the word “Oscar.” Sean Penn 

has reached the same zenith as Meryl Streep or Helen 
Mirren, and one expects him to win an award almost every 
time out. He can really act, including the part where he 
doesn’t make a big show of it. That approach has worked for 
a while as counterpoint to those old charming hams like Al 
Pacino or Jessica Lange, but by now we’ve had years to attune 
our sensibilities to the quarter-crinkle of an eyebrow suggest-
ing a complex but repressed inner life. Understated is the 
new overstated; as with Mirren, it’s impressive and intoler-
able all at once (Josh Brolin is a lot more gripping, standing 
at the edge of control as an actor as does his character, gun-
toting family man Dan White).

Penn’s performance wants at once to be warts-and-all 
and perfectly smooth at the same time. Harvey Milk isn’t por-
trayed as a saint, which would shatter the film’s surface; none-
theless, he is herein the least self-aggrandizing character in 
the history of California electoral politics. A schemer, sure—
but for the cause, always for the cause. Never once does he 
act out of the will to power, money, blow jobs. In some regard 
one can’t blame a film for soliciting its imagined audience 
with an imagined world—it’s a business, I hear—but this 
nonetheless clarifies the peculiar dishonesty of the genre. 
Biopics are forgiven their limitations exactly because they 
make a claim on verisimilitude, selling the reality effect at 
every stratum from acting style to finely aged film stock. 
Which makes it fair game to suggest that they are not only 
stultifying, but almost inevitably harbor a yawning unreality 
at the core.

If Milk cheats human complexity, Cadillac Records does 
the same and then some. Charting the rise and fall of great 
blues label Chess Records, the film plays fast and loose with 
chronology, which is merely unsettling. More noticeably it 
evacuates Elvis Presley from history: the first time we hear 
white rock’n’roll ripping off black artists, it’s The Beach Boys’ 
“Surfin’ U.S.A.,” a 1963 reworking of Chuck Berry. Elvis ap-
pears for two seconds on a television screen; he’s never men-
tioned. In a history of 1950s music, particularly one with 
constant discussion of the charts and crossing over, this la-
cuna verges on Brechtian estrangement.

The film is more the biography of a business than a per-
son. (Don’t we need a subgenre for this—the bizpic, maybe?) 
Muddy Waters, Chuck Berry, Etta James et al. make more 
hits than money under the shrewd patronage of Leonard 
Chess, though he seems to love them one and all; it’s a family, 
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albeit one where the black children get screwed. Surely this 
is meant to fire our liberal hearts with outrage. En route to 
this effect, the movie traffics in the most venomous hoodoo. 
The black players are sensual, inspired, rutting; the white im-
presarios are self-aware, controlled, calculating. We are meant 
to accept this in so far as it explains the dynamic of exploita-
tion between European rationalism and African naturalism; 
does anyone go for that shit anymore? That exploitation is 
somehow a story of character, of one’s individual nature. And 
of course this finally explains the mystery of the absent Elvis: 
the great neither/nor, the white sensualist, the shocking prim-
itive able nonetheless to seize the reins of his own career. Be-
cause he can’t be fit to Cadillac Records’s problematic schema, 
he can’t be allowed to appear in the film’s “true story.”

But the nuttiest biopic of the season is surely Oliver 
Stone’s W.—though the strangeness exists in the negative. 
The film is plodding, even gelid. And yet in terms of cogni-
tive dissonance, W. is more disturbing than that frenetic, jag-
ged triumph of Hollywood avant-garderie, Natural Born 
Killers. Wthin the Likely Audience For An Oliver Stone Film, 
its subject’s transcendent villainy is a matter of religious cer-
tainty. It strikes with the force of absolute perversity, thusly, 
that the movie’s George W. Bush turns out to be, eh, just 
some guy. He’s a somewhat wistful and churlish frat boy from 
a powerful family who makes it, we discover, by relying on his 
capable memory: first for the nicknames of his frat brothers, 
and eventually for Karl Rove’s talking points. Meanwhile he 
struggles, frets, goes with the flow, and occasionally kicks 
against the pricks.

Discomfort being the soul of humor, the film’s discomfit-
ing gap between expectation and presentation makes it seem 
a comedy, or nearly so. And then one feels uncomfortable 

JOSHUA CLOVER blogs at janedark.com.

about that, too—about laughing over such a horror show (we 
have access to the hilarity of the Bush years only when the 
reality effect is entirely shelved: Team America: World Police 
had to be conducted by marionettes). The funny thing, fi-
nally, is this: W. should be unconventional, given that it de-
picts a sitting president and one generally considered an 
exceptional case, to say the least. And yet it is the quintessen-
tial biopic: it renders its subject as flawed but finally some-
what sympathetic character, pushed about by events and 
shamed by his disapproving and superior dad.

Which is to say: it psychologizes. That’s what biopics do, 
and what they are: not biographies per se, but treatments that 
agree in advance on a conventional and banal understanding 
of psychological mechanism. The Oedipal study is the most 
common form, but a full taxonomy of the various options 
wouldn’t carry one much past mid-semester in Psych 101. 
Hence the relentless awarding of Oscars for acting: it is the 
genre that assumes more than any other that history unfurls 
because of character formation and for no other reason. It 
would be a commonplace to note that Hollywood is the cin-
ema of bourgeois individualism, as a rule; the biopic is simply 
the ur-case of this, which perhaps begins to explain the con-
tradictory place it holds in the cinematic consciousness: it 
exemplifies the world view cherished by Hollywood, but at 
the same time exposes how straitened that conception is.

What then about a biopic that sets itself polemically 
against the biopic’s world view? This, clearly enough, is the 
question of Steven Soderbergh’s two-part Che; but that shall 
have to wait for the next column.

Psychology today: the real character of the biopic
Left: Milk. © Focus Features LLC/Axon Film Finance 1 LLC. Courtesy Momentum Pictures. Right: Cadillac Records. Sony BMG Film, Parkwood Pictures, Tristar Pictures. Courtesy Sony Pictures Releasing.
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